
EV-RAZOR-LEDFIRE-SM-KIT
The Razor Surface mount kit  (2981 EV-RAZOR-LEDFIRE-SM-KIT & 2982 EV-RAZOR-LEDFIRE-SM-KIT-B) is a 
modular attachment to the Razor that allows the Razor-Ledfire or Razor III emergency exit signs to be surface 
mounted or suspended by either a rod mount or jack chain.*

SURFACE MOUNT

ASSEMBLY

 *Rod mount and jack chain supplied separately.

Prior to assembly, the Surface Mount base must 
be fastened to the ceiling.
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Punch out to suit    
    20 conduit

Select appropriate fastener (e.g. concrete masonry anchor or timber).

Surface mount above

60mm

365mm

Cable tie locations (strain relief)

Mains entry 1

Mains entry 2

OR

Fold in

Swap existing battery clips with 
supplied clips prior to installing

Carefully disassemble 
  cover with flat blade    
      screwdriver. 

Wiring harness: refer
to schematic diagram

Cut power plug off and 
prepare the bared wires 

for connection to the 
terminal block

INSTALLATION GUIDE



ROD MOUNT INSTALLATION

The rod mount is suitable with tubes ranging from 0-2
 metres in length. Refer to rod mount instructions
 for connection. 

WIRING SCHEMATIC

 

WARRANTY STATEMENT
Ektor products are distributed in Australia and New Zealand by Evolt Pty Ltd (Evolt). 
The Australian Consumer Law as well as other Australian laws guarantee certain conditions, warranties and undertakings, and give you other legal rights, 
in relation to the quality and fitness for purpose of Ektor products sold in Australia. In Australia, our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded 
under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and compensation for any other reasonably 
foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does 
not amount to a major failure. What constitutes a major failure is set out in the Australian Consumer Law.Nothing in this Warranty purports to modify or 
exclude the conditions, warranties and undertakings, and other legal rights, under the Australian Competition and Consumer Act and other Australian 
laws. Ektor products are warranted in Australia for a period of 12 months from the date of delivery of the product, provided that the products are 
properly stored, installed, used and maintained in accordance with the instructions contained within their manual. Products that have been altered in any 
way or used other than in accordance with their instructions are not covered by this warranty. This warranty is not transferrable and is valid only in the 
hands of the purchaser of the product. The warranty does not cover Ektor products other than those purchased from Evolt. Proof of purchase must be 
provided to Evolt with any warranty claim. Evolt recommends that the purchaser attaches their proof of purchase to their product manual. Evolt’s total 
liability under this warranty is limited to the cost of repair or replacement of the faulty product. Evolt may satisfy its obligations under this warranty in full 
by repair or replacement of a faulty product. This warranty does not apply to consumable items such as lamps or batteries or other items that can be 
classified as consumable. For the avoidance of any doubt, any and all warranties or conditions which are not guaranteed under the Australian 
Competition and Consumer Act or the Australian Competition and Consumer Regulations 2010 and which are not expressly included in this Warranty 
as additional warranties or conditions are excluded.This Warranty does not cover loss or damage caused by wear and tear, misuse, incorrect installation 
or operation, failure to clean and maintain, incorrect voltage or non-authorised electrical connections, adverse external conditions (such as power surges 
and dips, acts of God, exposure to heat, corrosion, insect or vermin infestation), use of non-authorised or defective parts or globes, or to items that have 
been repaired other than by Evolt or a repairer approved by Evolt. 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT AND TROUBLESHOOTING
For further assistance in using this product, consult your nearest wholesaler or Evolt Pty Limited.
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     25 tube (<2m long)

Rod mount

Do not over tighten. Spring washer

TORQUE  TO
1.5 NM MAX.

RAZOR - LEDFIRE

  L                       N          L'        DA2      DA1

RAZOR III 

  L                       N          L'        DA2      DA1

SUSPENDED MOUNT

When using a jack chain, 
suitable length ranges 
from 0-10 metres. **

Jack chain

FITTING JACK CHAIN

Cable

**Rated jack
    chain capacity.
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